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The two-story house at 2023 Iberville Street was constructed in 1928.  In 1928, the Turnbull family 
demolished the antebellum home that stood on their Customhouse Street lot.  We knew without a 
doubt that new construction took place between 1908 and 1940, based on Sanborn Fire Insurance maps 
from those specific years, showing two distinctly different structures.  The two structures are set back at 
different distances from the front of the lot, have different numbers of stories, and different footprints, 
leaving no doubt that the new construction took place.  An examination of the tax assessment records 
from the intervening 32 years showed an increase in value of the property from $4000 to $6000 
between 1928 and 1929.  The assessor valued the lot at $800 both years but increased the value of the 
improvements from $3200 to $5200.  Additionally, in the “Comments” section of the assessment sheet, 
the assessor wrote “28 Impts”, which we interpret to mean that improvements were made to the 
property in 1928.   

The 1928 house replaced an earlier one built ca. 1860 by Joseph V. Gessner, a musician and bandleader.  
We relied on tax assessments to date this construction since no plat surveys of the area exist from that 
era.  While the Sanborn company produced a detailed survey of structures in the Vieux Carre in 1876, no 
citywide survey existed until City Surveyor Jonathan F. Braun surveyed each structure in the city, largely 
in response to the activity of the Sanborn company in the Vieux Carre. 

The 1883 Robinson Atlas shows on the lot a frame structure, labeled No. 401, seemingly identical to one 
next door at No. 399.  The same Robinson plate, however, shows three identical structures, numbered 
403, 405, and 407, respectively.  A comparison of the 1883 Robinson plate and the 1885 Sanborn Fire 
Insurance Map illustrates the different levels of reliability we attribute to the insurance maps and the 
Robinson Atlas.  Robinson, it seems, “filled in the blanks” with stock shapes instead of portraying to-
scale drawings of the building’s footprints.  If we look at the color version of the 1908 Sanborn, we can 
see the new “patch” added during the 1939 revision process.  The original 1908 Sanborn, seen in black 
and white, shows a one story house with an open side gallery and a small rear porch.   

The date of construction research corroborated our findings from the chain-of-title research.  We 
established a list of owners of the property back to 1851.  Between 1851 and 1860, the lot changed 
hands five times until Joseph Gessner purchased the unimproved property on January 22, 1860.  The 
Gessner family, it seems, constructed a modest home in which they lived or rented for the 44 years.  On 
April 14, 1904, Gessner’s widow, Mary Emelia Gessner, sold the property to Catherine Amanda Welch 
for $1060.  Welch, wife of William Dohre, sold to Wilhelmina Allen on March 28, 1918.  In 1919, 
Wilhelmina Allen married Charles Turnbull and, together, they constructed the “new” house in 1928.  
When the Turnbull’s sold, they sold to Charles Washington Francois and his wife, Mary Alice Thurman.  



After Francois’s death, Thurman remarried to Aaron Woods, who assumed a ½ share of the property.  
Together, the Woods family owned the property until 2014, though a variety of tax seizures and 
reclamations took place in the intervening years.   

Joseph Vitus Gessner, who owned the property and lived in the old house from 1862 until 1869, 
deserves a place in the history of New Orleans music.  His “fine band” accompanied the Washington 
Artillery at the outset of the Civil War.  The Gessner band, known as “The Original New Orleans Brass 
Band,” marched with the Washington Artillery on May 26, 1861 into Lafayette Square during a grand 
parade of the Confederate regiments going to battle 
[http://www.washingtonartillery.com/Arsenals.htm].  Gessner and his band accompanied the soldiers to 
Virginia, where they took part in the Battle of Manassas.  During that battle, “they were left in charge of 
the baggage, on the 18th and 21st July, some of them taking part in the battle” [Picayune, December 13, 
1861].  Gessner’s band earned a place in the official history of the battalion, where it was noted that 
“the band, led by Gessner, was discoursing, now the sweetest, now the most warlike, music, during the 
supper” [In Camp and Battle with the Washington Artillery of New Orleans, p. 73].   

A review of the newspaper record from antebellum New Orleans shows that Gessner’s band was a 
favorite among the fire companies then organized in the city, too.  As early as April, 1859, the New 
Orleans Daily Crescent wrote about the association between Gessner’s musical ensemble and the fire 
companies, on the occasion of the city’s firefighters to Mobile.  In those days, most cities did not pay for 
municipal fire protection but relied on companies of volunteers who took great pride in their abilities 
and accomplishments.  The April 14, 1859 Daily Crescent tells that “the Orleanians…with Gessner’s band, 
gave Madame LaVert a parting serenade.”  The next month, the Daily Crescent’s reportage on the 
“Volksfest” indicated, “Two large dancing floors, laid on the turn beneath the drooping moss of the live-
oaks, were incessantly gorged with vortexes of happy whirlers, and the capital orchestras of Hoeffner 
and Gessner knew no such thing as rest.  Dancing appeared to be the prime enjoyment of the day” 0May 
2, 1859]. 


